
The Architecture of LISA Science Analysis: Imagining the Future

January 16-19, 2018, Caltech


• Organized by Michele Vallisneri (providing these notes) and Saul Teukolsky

• At the Keck Institute for Space Studies: a “think-and-do tank” running small study 

programs with 1/3 Caltech participants, 1/3 JPL, 1/3 external

• The charge: imagine how LISA data analysis and science investigations will be 

carried out on 2030s computer architectures

• Focus on finding the right questions to orient research and development
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• Short course on LISA science, numerical modeling, data analysis

• Session on data-analysis problems and approaches


Talks on stochastic techniques, machine/deep learning, the Paris DPC, modern 
astronomical archives

Breakout groups on the global-fit problem, data products, unexpected signals

Panel on social aspects of coding


• Session on numerical modeling

Talks on new paradigms, parameter estimation, hydro in NR, ROM

Panel on EMRI waveforms

Breakout groups on new ideas for waveform-accuracy estimates, searches/PE, 
community/astronomy interface

Demos on advanced visualization techniques, “live data products” tools


• Session on architectures

Talks on data-intensive architectures, GPUs


• Discussion and organization of report-writing

Chapters on global fit, catalog use cases, modeling, machine learning and visualization

Each chapter includes lessons from past, questions/projects, annotated bibliography



Takeaways: still digesting (report writing will help). In random order:


• There are many open, very deep research questions between us and the solution. Current 
implementation efforts can help by providing infrastructure for experimentation, and we 
need to remain flexible while we get oriented.


• Deep learning has great potential, and will drive hardware development.

• GPU programming got/will get easier, with the right tools.

• We can take advantage of “citizen” programmers, but we need virtuous policies and 

modern practices for scientific software development.

• We can take inspiration from recent astronomical archives (Fermi, Kepler) in diversifying 

our products.

• We need to look outside the GW community, provide venues for engagement.

• Data representation for internal analytics is not the same as needed for archiving. We 

need help from “database” professionals.

• There are amazing new collaborative tools to work in the cloud.

• Bespoke visualizations can be extremely insightful.

• Numerical modelers need concrete performance/accuracy benchmarks ASAP.


